TI-5021
Portable 12-digit desktop calculator with well-spaced keyboard, clock and Automatic Power Down.
Here's a 12-digit portable desktop that's ready to go to work on numbers, wherever you are. Sleekly styled and loaded with useful features, it's an attractive essential any time you need fast answers at your desk. And in a moment's notice, it slips into your briefcase for meetings or travel. Any time, any place, the TI-5021's flexibility comes in handy.

Few calculators work as hard to make your work easier. The well-spaced printer/display format keyboard and rounded plastic keys deliver greater accuracy. The angled display aids your viewing. And the convenient digital clock helps you stay on schedule. What's more, the APD™ (automatic power down) feature gives you a much longer battery life because it remembers to turn the unit off when not in use.

No matter where you take the TI-5021, you can rely on such features as 4-key memory, decimal select switch (add mode, floating or fixed 0, 2, 3), constant switch, margin up/down key for price computations, item count key for keeping track of entries, numerator/denominator exchange key, plus/minus, percent and right shift keys.

The portable, practical, economical TI-5021 from Texas Instruments. It won't slow you down when fast answers count most.

Special Features
- Angled 12-digit LCD display for easier viewing. Features decimal and comma punctuation.
- Convenient digital clock displays time and date—helps you stay on schedule.
- Adding machine logic.
- Roomy, printer/display format keyboard offers increased accuracy.
- APD™ (automatic power down) feature conserves battery.
- Rounded plastic keys for faster operation.
- 4-key memory (add-to, subtract-from, recall or clear). Data in memory is retained after power down.
- Recall key reactivates the calculator after power down.
- Decimal switch (add mode, floating, or fixed 0, 2, 3).
- Constant switch for repetitive calculations.
- Margin up/down key determines selling price when cost and margin are known.
- Exchange (Ex) key substitutes numerator for denominator.
- Plus/minus key changes sign of the number displayed.
- Right shift key simplifies corrections.
- Item count key keeps track of long calculations.

Specifications
- Display: 12-digit, angled LCD.
- Size: 5.7 x 7.5 x 1.2 inches.
- Weight: 11 ounces.
- Power: 1 AA Battery (included).

Limited Warranty
The TI-5021 calculator is covered by a one-year limited warranty against defects in materials and workmanship. The full text of this warranty is published in the owner's manual accompanying the TI-5021.

Texas Instruments reserves the right to make changes in the materials and specifications without notice.